WANHAO STANDARD RESIN LIST REV.A
Technical Data
Ash
Shore Hardness
Experimental Shrink
Uncolored Reactivity
Viscosity
Density

< 0.2%
75D
3.3%
423mJ/cm2
@20℃：90CP
@25℃ :1.1g/cm3

Acidity
Water Content
Surface Tension
Tensile Strength
Glass Transition Temperature
Ｐａｃｋｉｎｇ

< 0.31mg KOH/g
< 0.23%
36.5 Dynes/cm
9100 PSI, 6% Elongation
104℃
２５０ｍｌ／５００ｍｌ／１０００ｍｌ

CLEAR

ORANGE

Part No. 0308060

Part No. 0308017

Is our classic WANHAO
Natural color.It's unpigmented
resin, and is a clear color with
light yellow.It's the go to resin
color for thousands of 3D
printers worldwide. Can't risk
getting caught outt here with
a missed color choice?
Go clear!

This is a new classic, one of
the most blazon colors in the
world. Safety orange! It's a
bright traffic cone, safety vest
orange and catches the eye any
way you look at it.

YELLOW

WHITE

Part No. 0308064

Part No.0308058

This resin was custom suggested
to our specifications and is a
beautiful Yellow color. You know
the yellow color of a banana? It's
very close to that color!

white, like the driven snow.
The possibilities are truly
endless.This is a noticeably
brighter shade than the Resin
clear. With this new level of
extreme brightness, you'll
feel like you've been given a
new lease on life. you'll have
to wear shades.

GREEN

BLACK

Part No.0308061

Part No. 0308059

This bright neon green wanhao
Resin is custom suggested to us
and ranks as our all time brightest
color. Bright neon green, and even
brighter and more popping under
a UV or black light. Looks cool
under blue LED stripes as well!

Black A worldwide classic,
this resin It's a particularly
luxurious shade, think rich
Swissmilk chocolate or
decadent café au lait.
Orsomething painted brown.

RED

GRAY

Part No.0308063

Part No.0308058

Transparent RED resin is an
extremely awesome polymer
for many reasons.

Bright Grey is one of fresh
new color for 2017 it is bright
than normal Grey.

SAFETY: For additional information please see the Material Safety Data Sheet.
STORAGE:Store in a tightly closed, opaque container in a properly vented storage area under dry conditions away from heat, sparks, and open flames. Shelf-life is 12 months from receipt.

